
Keep On Truckin’    by Kegler 
Eleven answers become new words before entry.  Entries include six proper nouns. 

 

 
 

Across  
 1 Said party rejected quantity of less than 100 

shares (2 wds) 
 6 Gram meets uncle inside with specialized 

clothing (hyph) 
 11 Amazing sherpas, heaven-bound beings? 
 12 Crazy son employs one cleaning crew 
 13 A drunk settled 
 14 Coffee contains ice 
 15 For example, Pat’s backing star, perhaps 
 17 Corners reporter finally among athletic 

supporters? 
 18 Northwestern state’s hospital area 
 19 Angry singer that is outside 
 21 Win, capturing opposition’s last man 
 23 Carol’s wrong, ultimately wrong 
 24 Avert wary Aunt Dotty (2 wds) 
 25 A good laugh with Muslim official 
 26 I had papers 
 29 Train the Spanish 
 30 Wrath of Israel evens out 
 32 Expensive ruby initially misplaced by actress 

Meryl 
 33 French city park is excluding kids, at first 
 35 Black and gray protective covering 
 36 Set off at eight, initially, for property 
 37 From USC, a teacher exhibits wine 

Down  
 1 “Cosmo” sisterhood features learning without trying? 
 2 Fade out, giving no heed 
 3 Doctor provided temperature deviation 
 4 Cover one entering outskirts of Leningrad 
 5 “Doonesbury” author, Democrat, wearing real gold 
 6 Jokes about Navy work crews 
 7 Range of influence of salt and pepper on this planet 
 8 Lies about tropical getaway, perhaps 
 9 Boosting not nearly all of a musical sound 
 10 Wandering stray lecher 
 13 Mrs. Adams is a great liar for the most part, upon 

reflection 
 15 Ordered blue drink 
 16 Incredible feast for three goddesses 
 20 Backed up store’s streetcar 
 22 Compose new septet around symphony’s finale 
 24 Greek character embraced by prostitute, a sticky situation? 

(2 wds) 
 25 Edges away from paisley passageway 
 26 Travel on horseback, circling face of granite mountain 

crest 
 27 Funny guy returns with one Nobel Prize winning physicist 
 28 Obligation Mr. Turner brought up involving bond’s 

premiere 
 31 One excellent grade 
 34 Terribly sad commercials 

 


